LIST OF Awardees of Gallantry Medals on the Occasion of Republic Day-2016

President's Police Medal for Gallantry

BORDER SECURITY FORCE

S/SHRI

01. LATE SUBHENDU ROY (POSTHUMOUSLY)
    CONSTABLE

CENTRAL RESERVE POLICE FORCE

02. LATE SATISH KUMAR (POSTHUMOUSLY)
    CONSTABLE

03. LATE SURAJ SARJERAO MOHITE (POSTHUMOUSLY)
    CONSTABLE

Police Medal for Gallantry

ASSAM

S/SHRI

01. NITUL GOGOI (2ND BAR TO PMG)
    SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE

02. SMT ROSIE KALITA
    ADDL. SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE

03. JYOTI PRASAD HANDIQUE
    SUB INSPECTOR
04. BIPUL KR. THAPA
CONSTABLE

05. RAJIB KR. RABHA
CONSTABLE

BIHAR

06. MANU MAHARAAJ
SENIOR SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE

07. JAYANT KANT
SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE

08. ANUPAM KUMAR
ADDITIONAL SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE

09. SURENDRA KUMAR SINGH (1ST BAR TO PMG)
SUB INSPECTOR

10. SANJAY KUMAR SINGH
SUB INSPECTOR

11. JITENDER RANA
SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE

12. ANGESH KUMAR RAY
SUB INSPECTOR

13. SUDHANSHU KUMAR
SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE

14. SINDHU SHEKHAR SINGH
SUB INSPECTOR

15. RAJ KUMAR TIWARY
SUB INSPECTOR
16. ARBIND KUMAR
   SUB INSPECTOR

17. GAUTAM KUMAR
   SUB INSPECTOR

18. VIVEK KUMAR
   CONSTABLE

19. AJAY KUMAR
   CONSTABLE

CHHATTISGARH

20. ABDUL SAMEER
   SUB INSPECTOR

21. KISHOR KERKETTA
   INSPECTOR

22. YAKUB MEMON
   INSPECTOR

23. AJEET KUMAR OGREY (2ND BAR TO PMG)
   INSPECTOR

JAMMU & KASHMIR

24. SHEIKH ZULFKAR AZAD (1ST BAR TO PMG)
   SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE

25. ARSHAD HUSAIN
   INSPECTOR

26. MOHD ASLAM
   SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE
27. ASHIQ HUSSAIN TAK
Dy. Superintendent of Police

28. SAGEER AHMAD PATHAN
Head Constable

29. IRSHAD HUSSAIN RATHER
Dy. Superintendent of Police

30. ANKIT KOUL
Constable

31. IMTIYAZ HUSSAIN MIR
Superintendent of Police

32. RAYAZ IQBAL TANTRAY
Dy. Superintendent of Police

33. MANZOOR AHMAD
Sub Inspector

34. NISSAR AHMAD
Sub Inspector

35. ASHRAF NABI
SGCT

36. SHOWKAT AHMAD
SGCT

37. SYED JAVEED AHMAD
Dy. Superintendent of Police

38. VIJAY BHAN
Head Constable

39. AJAZ HUSSAIN
Follower
40. ABDUL WAHEED SHAH
SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE

41. ABDUL JABBAR
ADDL. SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE

42. ZULAFQAR AHMED SHAHEEN
DY. SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE

43. MUSHTAQ AHMAD
SGCT

44. ABDUL QAYOOM (1ST BAR TO PMG)
SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE

45. BASHIR AHMAD
HEAD CONSTABLE

46. MUKHTAR AHMAD
CONSTABLE

47. SHOKET HUSSAIN
SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE

48. IMTIAZ ISMAIL PARRAY
SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE

49. MUMTAZ ALI
DY. SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE

50. RAMEES AHMAD BHAT
CONSTABLE

51. MAQSOOD-UL- ZAMAN BABA
SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE

52. ZAKIR HUSSAIN MIR
SGCT
53. PARVEZ AHMAD KHAN
   CONSTABLE

54. TANWEER AHMED JEELANI
   DY. SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE

55. FAYAZ HUSSAIN
   ADDL. SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE

56. MOHD AFTAB AWAN
   DY. SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE

57. DILBER SINGH
   HEAD CONSTABLE

58. ZAFAR IQBAL NAIK
   CONSTABLE

59. PAWAN KUMAR SINGH (1ST BAR TO PMG)
   ADDL. SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE

60. DEEPAK KUMAR PANDEY,
    SUB DIVISIONAL POLICE OFFICER

61. SANJAY KUMAR YADAV
    CONSTABLE

**JHARKHAND**

62. MANOHAR HIRALAL KORETI
    ASSTT. POLICE INSPECTOR

63. CHANDRAYYA MADANAYYA GODARI (1ST BAR TO PMG)
    HEAD CONSTABLE

**MAHARASHTRA**
64. GANGARAM MADANAYYA SIDAM (1ST BAR TO PMG) NAIK

65. NAGESHWAR NARAYAN KUMARAN NAIK

66. BAPU KISHTAYYA SURAMWAR CONSTABLE

MEGHALAYA

67. GOERA T. SANGMA (2ND BAR TO PMG) SUB INSPECTOR

68. JERRY RYNTATHIANG CONSTABLE

69. RAPSALANG WAHLANG (1ST BAR TO PMG) CONSTABLE

ODISHA

70. MITRABHANU MAHAPATRA SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE

71. PUTURAJ KURUMI HAVILDAR

72. SANTOSH JUANG (2ND BAR TO PMG) HAVILDAR

73. SURJEET MANDAL LANCE NAIK

74. PRABHAT KUMAR BARADA CONSTABLE
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>GANESH BEHERA</td>
<td>CONSTABLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76</td>
<td>SANTANU KUMAR MAJHI</td>
<td>CONSTABLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77</td>
<td>MOHAN PARJA</td>
<td>CONSTABLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78</td>
<td>MITRABHANU MAHAPATRA</td>
<td>(1st Bar To PMG) SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79</td>
<td>SANTOSH KUMAR MALL</td>
<td>(1st Bar To PMG) ADDL. SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>JITENDRA KUMAR DASH</td>
<td>HAVILDAR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81</td>
<td>ADITYA RANJAN DASH</td>
<td>(1st Bar To PMG) CONSTABLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82</td>
<td>SARBESWAR BEHERA</td>
<td>CONSTABLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83</td>
<td>NIRANJAN PATTA</td>
<td>INSPECTOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84</td>
<td>HIMANSHU SEKHAM RATH</td>
<td>SUB INSPECTOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
<td>ASHUTAP MOHANTY</td>
<td>CONSTABLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>86</td>
<td>SUKHIRAM RANA</td>
<td>CONSTABLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>PUNJAB</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87</td>
<td>RAM LAL</td>
<td>HEAD CONSTABLE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**TELANGANA**

88. KOTAGIRI SRIDHAR  
    SUB INSPECTOR

89. NALUVALA RAVINDER  
    SUB INSPECTOR

**UTTAR PRADESH**

90. RAM NAYAN SINGH  
    DY. SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE

**BORDER SECURITY FORCE**

91. DALJIT SINGH  
    CONSTABLE/DVR

92. GODHRAJ MEENA  
    CONSTABLE

92. BALBIR SINGH  
    SECOND-IN-COMMAND

94. CHARAN SINGH  
    CONSTABLE

95. ANIL KUMAR  
    CONSTABLE

96. LALA ORAON  
    CONSTABLE

97. DURJADHAN PAL  
    CONSTABLE
CENTRAL RESERVE POLICE FORCE

98. ARVIND KUMAR CHAUDHARY
   CONSTABLE

99. AJAY PAL
   ASSISTANT COMMANDANT

100. VIKASH PRADHAN
    CONSTABLE

101. PURAN KUMAR
    CONSTABLE

102. PRAMOD KUMAR SAROJ
    CONSTABLE

103. DALVEER SINGH
    CONSTABLE

104. ASHWANI KUMAR
    CONSTABLE

105. RAJESH KUMAR VISHWAKARMA
    CONSTABLE

106. DEVRAJ GURJAR
    CONSTABLE

107. LATE BADAL ROY (POSTHUMOUSLY)
    CONSTABLE

108. SUSHIL KUMAR
    SUB INSPECTOR

109. AJAY MANOHAR DEVDEKAR
    CONSTABLE
110. PAWAN KUMAR
DEPUTY COMMANDANT

111. RAKESH KUMAR
CONSTABLE

112. AJEET KUMAR RAM
ASSISTANT COMMANDANT

113. UMESH KUMAR
ASSISTANT COMMANDANT

114. M MANI
CONSTABLE

115. ANURAJ T
CONSTABLE

116. NIKHILESH
ASSISTANT COMMANDANT

117. BIRPAL SINGH TOMAR
CONSTABLE

118. MOHAR SINGH JADON
CONSTABLE

119. VIREN德拉 DADHORIA
CONSTABLE

**INDO TIBETAN BORDER POLICE**

120. DEEPAK SINGH
ASSISTANT COMMANDANT

121. KANWAR SINGH
HEAD CONSTABLE

*****
***
*